FH 602 Manual Load 1-Side Flat Honing Machine

size control & driven head

Increased quantities and series production with rapid stock removal require more performance. Our FH 602 machine is dedicated to high productivity, user-friendlyness, economic efficiency, precision and safety. Flat Honing with diamond or CBN-wheels opt for a future in super finishing with a newly developed machine from the STAHLI Group.

Our single-side Flat Honing Machine with process control and size measuring system as well as loading and unloading tables meet these requirements.

TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANTAGES

- High precision in-process size measuring system
- Process controlled machining
- High availability
- Loading table and unloading table for easy workflow
- Touch screen user interface
- Process adapted drives/speeds/pressures
- Energy-efficient
- Short changeover time
- Remote maintenance/online support
- Guarded work enclosure and splash shield

YOUR CHALLENGE IS OUR SPECIALTY

Fine Grinding, Flat Honing, Lapping and Polishing

Stahli is a worldwide leader in the manufacturing of precision flat honing, lapping and polishing machines. Our name is synonymous with the highest standards of performance, power, automation, productivity and efficiency for customers in such diverse industries as automotive, electronics, aerospace and ceramics. The dynamic design of our ultramodern machine line ensures precision and reliability. Stahli: always user-friendly; always environmentally sound.
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